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Abstract. We recently developed a direct fluorescence 
ratio assay (Zhai, Y., and G.G. Borisy. 1994. J. Cell Sci. 
107:881-890) to quantify microtubule (MT) polymer in 
order to determine if net MT depolymerization oc- 
curred upon anaphase onset as the spindle was disas- 
sembled. Our results showed no net decrease in poly- 
mer, indicating that the disassembly of kinetochore 
MTs was balanced by assembly of midbody and astral 
MTs. Thus, the mitosis-interphase transition occurs by 
a redistribution of tubulin among different classes of 
MTs at essentially constant polymer level. 
We now examine the reverse process, the interphase- 
mitosis transition. Specifically, we quantitated both the 
level of MT polymer and the dynamics of MTs during 
the G2/M transition using the fluorescence ratio assay 
and a fluorescence photoactivation approach, respec- 
tively. Prophase cells before nuclear envelope break- 
down (NEB) had high levels of MT polymer (62%) 
similar to that previously reported for random inter- 
phase populations (68%). However, prophase cells just 
after NEB had significantly reduced levels (23 %) which 
recovered as MT attachments to chromosomes were 
made (prometaphase, 47%; metaphase, 56%). The 
abrupt reorganization of MTs at NEB was corrobo- 
rated by anti-tubulin immunofluorescence staining us- 
ing a variety of fixation protocols. Sensitivity to no- 
codazole also increased at NEB. Photoactivation 
analyses of MT dynamics showed a similar abrupt 
change at NEB, basal rates of MT turnover (pre-NEB) 
increased post-NEB and then became slower later in 
mitosis. 
Our results indicate that the interphase-mitosis (G2/M) 
transition of the MT array does not occur by a simple 
redistribution of tubulin at constant polymer level as 
the mitosis-interphase (M/G1) transition. Rather, an 
abrupt decrease in MT polymer level and increase in 
MT dynamics occurs tightly correlated with NEB. A 
subsequent increase in MT polymer level and decrease 
in MT dynamics occurs correlated with chromosome at- 
tachment. These results carry implications for under- 
standing spindle morphogenesis. They indicate that 
changes in MT dynamics may cause the steady-state 
MT polymer level in mitotic cells to be lower than in in- 
terphase. We propose that tension exerted on the kMTs 
may lead to their lengthening and thereby lead to an in- 
crease in the MT polymer level as chromosomes attach 
to the spindle. 
ADICAL transformations occur in the architecture of 
the  cell  as  it  undergoes  the  transitions  from  its 
growth period of interphase  to its division period 
of mitosis and then back to interphase. The most obvious 
are  the nuclear events of chromosome condensation and 
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nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB) 1 and the cytoplasmic 
events  of microtubule  (MT)  breakdown  with  the  subse- 
quent formation of the mitotic spindle. Upon the return to 
interphase, the overall processes are reversed with the de- 
condensation of the chromosomes, nuclear envelope ref- 
ormation, dissolution of the  spindle,  and  reformation of 
the cytoplasmic MTs. 
Although anti-tubulin imrnunofluorescence studies (De- 
Brabander et al.,  1979; Aubin et al.,  1980; Vandre  et al., 
1. Abbreviations  used in  this paper:  CCD, cooled charge-coupled device; 
kMT, kinetochore microtubule; MT, microtubule; NEB, nuclear envelope 
breakdown. 
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et al.,  1993)  have provided a  description of stages in the 
transformation of the cytoplasmic MT array at the inter- 
phase-mitosis  transition,  the  mechanism  of  progression 
through the transition remains to be established. Cell cycle 
studies have indicated that the transformation of the MT 
array is likely to be controlled by activation of the cdc2 ki- 
nase (Belmont et al., 1990; Verde et al., 1990,  1992),  possi- 
bly  by  modulating  microtubule-associated  binding  pro- 
teins  (Ookata  et  al.,  1995)  or  severing  proteins  (Vale, 
1991;  McNally and Vale,  1993;  Shiina  et al.,  1992,  1994). 
However, the relationship of these biochemical reactions 
to the overall transition process is unclear and basic ques- 
tions have yet to be answered. 
We recently developed a direct fluorescence ratio assay 
(Zhai and Borisy, 1994)  to quantify MT polymer in indi- 
vidual  cells  so  that  cell  cycle  changes  in  polymer  level 
could be measured. In that study we used the technique to 
determine if anaphase onset was accompanied by net MT 
depolymerization as a  test of models of mitosis in which 
anaphase chromosome movement is driven by MT disas- 
sembly (Inou6 and Sato, 1967; Margolis and Wilson, 1981; 
Koshland  et  al.,  1988;  Coue  et  al.,  1991).  Our  results 
showed no net decrease in polymer, indicating that the mi- 
tosis-interphase  (M/G1) transition occurs by a  redistribu- 
tion of tubulin among different classes of MTs at essentially 
constant  polymer level.  We  concluded  that  if anaphase 
chromosome movement is driven by MT disassembly, such 
depolymerization must be local rather than global. 
Another  approach  to  investigating  the  mechanism  of 
transformation of the MT array is to determine if substan- 
tive changes occur in microtubule dynamics. Fluorescence 
photobleaching  studies  have  shown  that  most  microtu- 
bules turn over more rapidly in mitosis than in interphase 
(for review see Gelfand and Bershadsky, 1991).  We have 
recently  (Zhai et al.,  1995)  investigated the  dynamics of 
MTs  in  the  spindle  using  a  photoactivation  approach 
(Mitchison,  1989)  taking care to differentiate the kinetics 
of the dynamics of the nonkinetochore MTs from the kine- 
tochore MTs. We found that turnover of nonkinetochore 
MTs (non-kMTs) occurred with a h/2 of <1 min while the 
kinetochore MTs (kMTs) had a tl/2 of ~5 min. These re- 
sults  suggested that  MTs captured  by a  kinetochore  are 
protected from the rapid turnover that the other MTs ex- 
perience, consistent with the suggestion of selective stabili- 
zation first suggested by Kirschner and Mitchison (1986). 
Beyond stabilizing a subpopulation of existing MTs, some 
evidence  exists  that  kinetochore  interactions  with  MTs 
may actually promote MT polymerization. When chromo- 
somes were extracted from metaphase cells by microma- 
nipulation,  the  amount of MT polymer remaining in the 
cell decreased as based on MT length measurements from 
electron micrographs (Nicklas and  Gordon,  1985).  How- 
ever, to study such phenomena routinely, a simpler assay 
for measuring MT polymer is needed. 
We now use the fluorescence ratio assay to ask if the in- 
terphase-mitosis  transition,  like  the  mitosis-interphase 
transition,  occurs  by a  redistribution  of tubulin  subunits 
among different MT classes at essentially constant polymer 
level. Are the MTs of the interphase network simply reor- 
ganized  into  the  mitotic  structure  or  are  the  interphase 
MTs first disassembled and then  the spindle  constructed 
from subunits? We also use fluorescence redistribution af- 
ter photoactivation to measure MT turnover. We find that 
the level of MT polymer abruptly and transiently drops at 
NEB while the dynamics of MTs abruptly increase, findings 
that carry implications for spindle morphogenesis. 
Materials and Methods 
Cell Culture 
Cells from the rat kangaroo epithelial  line PtKI  (American Type Culture 
Collection,  Rockville,  MD) were cultured in F-10 medium (Gibco Biolog- 
ical Company, Grand Island, New York) containing 10%  FBS  (Hyclone 
Laboratories, Logan, UT), 20 mM Hepes, and antibiotics.  2 d before an 
experiment, cells were transferred to an etched locator coverslip (Bellco 
Biotechnology, Bellco  Glass, Inc. Vineland, NJ) mounted over a hole in 
the bottom of a 35-ram culture dish modified for microinjection (Gorbsky 
et al., 1987) and grown at 37°C in 5% CO2. Cells from the porcine kidney 
epithelial  cell  line  LLC-PK  were  cultured  similarly  but  in  Dulbecco's 
Modified  Eagle's (DME) medium in 10% CO2. 
Preparation of Derivatized  Tubulin and Microinjection 
Xrhodamine derivatization of tubulin was performed as described previ- 
ously (Sammak et al., 1987), and the preparation of caged-fluorescein tu- 
bulin was essentially as described by Mitchison (1989). The tubulin deriva- 
tives were distributed into 54xl aliquots and stored in liquid nitrogen. Just 
before use, an aliquot was thawed and spun for 30 min at 20,000 g, 0°C to 
clarify the solution and prevent pipette clogging. 
Microinjections were performed according to the protocols previously 
described (Zhai and Borisy,  1994). Xrhodamine tubulin used for microin- 
jections to determine the proportion of MT polymer was in the concentra- 
tion range 70-80 ~M and a dye to protein molar ratio of 0.6:1.0. Caged flu- 
orescein tubulin was prepared at a concentration of 150-200 IxM and a dye 
to protein ratio of 0.3:1.0. To analyze  MT turnover, we generally injected 
a mixture of xrhodamine tubulin 05  ixM) and caged-fluorescein tubulin 
(120 ~LM) so that the entire MT population as well as the activated  zone 
could be visualized.  The volume injected  was estimated at 5-10%  of the 
cell volume. Prophase cells were injected  and then incubated at 37°C for 
15-25 min to allow copolymerization of injected  and endogenous tubulin 
before imaging was begun. Interphase cells were allowed to incorporate 
label for 2 h at 37°C before imaging. 
Cell Lysis and Tubulin Extraction 
For determining the proportion of MT polymer, injected  cells  were im- 
aged and then lysed and extracted in a MT-stabilizing  buffer, PHEM, (60 
mM Pipes,  25 mM Hepes, 10 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgC12, pH 6.9) contain- 
ing 0.5%  Triton  X-100  (Pierce,  Rockford,  IL) detergent  and  10  /~g/ml 
taxol as described previously (Zhai and Borisy,  1994). Taxol was included 
to specifically stabilize  MTs during extraction, and to maintain their stabil- 
ity during subsequent processing. After cell  lysis and tubulin extraction, 
the cells were immediately returned to the microscope stage, relocated by 
means of the etched tocator grid and imaged again. 
Immunofluorescence 
For immunostaining, cells were rinsed with PBS, pH 7.2 at 37°C and lysed 
and extracted for 1-2 rain in 0.2%  Triton X-100 in PHEM supplemented 
with 10 ~g/ml taxol (National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD) in order to 
stabilize  MTs. The cells were then fixed with a variety of fixation  methods: 
(a) 2% glutaraldehyde, (b) 4% formaldehyde, or (c) 5 mM ethylene glycol 
bis-(succinic acid N-hydroxy succinimide  ester) (EGS) (Pierce,  Rockford, 
IL) all in PHEM at 37°C for 30 rain.  The coverslips then were removed 
from the dish after rinsing in PBS and cells were further permeabilized by 
soaking in  0.2%  Triton  X-1I)0 in  PBS  for  1-5  min.  For glutaraldehyde 
fixed cells, the free aldehyde groups were reduced by three soaks, 10 min 
each, in fresh solutions of 1 mg/ml NaBH4 in PBS. 
To prevent possible loss of labile  MTs during lysis and extraction, we 
also used different procedures in which cells were first fixed, and then ly- 
sed and extracted.  Cells were fixed with (d) methanol for 10 min at -20°C, 
or with (e) glutaraldehyde, Q') formaldehyde, or (g) EGS (Gorbsky et al., 
1987) as described above. Then, the ceils were rinsed with PBS and lysed 
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hyde fixed cells, the free aldehyde groups were reduced by three soaks, 10 
rain each, in fresh solutions of 1 mg/ml NaBH4 in PBS. In experiments 
where antibodies to lamin B were used, fixation was by rapid immersion 
in 100% cold (-20~C) methanol for 10 rain. The fixation was followed by 
a l-rain lysis and extraction by 0.5% Triton X-100 in PHEM and a rinse in 
PBS. The coverslips were then processed for immunofluorescence. 
Immunofluorescence was performed  at  37°C by the following steps, 
each of which were separated by four 10-rain rinses with PBS: (1) incuba- 
tion with 10% goat serum in PBS for 30 min; (2) rat monoclonal (YL i/2) 
anti-c~-tubulin antibody (Accurate Chem. & Sci. Corp., Westbury, NY) or 
mouse monoclonal anti-13-tubulin antibody (Amersham Corp., Arlington 
Heights, IL)  at  1:500  dilution in  1%  goat serum/PBS, 60 rain; (3) goat 
anti-mouse IgG:fluorescein, or goat anti-rat IgG:Texas red (Jackson Im- 
muno Research, West Grove, PA) at 1:100 in 1% goat serum/PBS for 45 
rain. For lamin B staining experiments, the primary antibodies used were 
the rat monoclonal anti-u-tubulin and a mouse monoclonal anti-lamin B 
(Oncogene Science, Cambridge, MA). 
Secondary antibodies were donkey anti-mouse IgG-conjugated with 
fluorescein and donkey anti-rat IgG--conjugated with Texas red (Jackson 
lmmuno Research). The donkey antibodies were cross immunoadsorbed 
for rat and mouse serum, respectively. Finally, samples were mounted in 
Aqua-PolyMount (Polysciences Inc, Warrington, PA). 
Data Collection and Image Analysis 
Instrumentation and experimental procedures for collecting digital fluo- 
rescence images as well as quantitation of the proportion of MT polymer 
were as previously described (Zhai and Borisy, 1994).  Photoactivation ex- 
periments were performed using the 334-364-nm bands of a 3 Watt argon 
ion laser (Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA) equipped with UV trans- 
mitting optics, and a Zeiss IM35 inverted microscope with a 100x, 1.3 NA 
Neofluor objective (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY). The laser beam 
was directed into the epi-illumination port while the UV filter cassette was 
in the light path and aligned with respect to crosshairs in the optical path. 
Before photoactivation, the injected cell was located and positioned rela- 
tive to the laser irradiation beam using phase contrast optics. We verified 
that the centrosomal MTs were fully labeled and of normal morphology 
by observation in the xrhodamine channel before activation. A pre-activa- 
tion image in the fluorescein channel was routinely recorded. The cell was 
then activated by laser irradiation  (20-40 mW) for 30-100 ms. Fluores- 
cence images (0.2-1.0 s) and phase images were collected with a cooled 
charge-coupled device (CCD) (model CH220, Photometrics Ltd., Tucson, 
AZ) as soon as possible after photoactivation (5-10 s) and then at 20-s in- 
tervals. The medium in the culture dish was maintained at the experimen- 
tal temperature (30°C for prophase cells 37°C for others) by circulating 
warm water through a brass block holding the dish chamber and through a 
coil surrounding the objective. A  layer of mineral oil (E.R. Squibb and 
Sons Inc., Princeton, NJ)  was overlaid on the medium to retard gas ex- 
change and evaporation during observations. 
Quantitation of the photoactivation data was performed using Photo- 
metrics CCD 200 software. The fluorescent images were first flat-fielded 
to make corrections for uneven illumination. Images were then displayed 
on the video monitor, a rectangle was delineated to surround the activated 
zone. and the fluorescence intensity values of the pixels within the rectan- 
gle were integrated. The intensity value obtained from a rectangle of the 
same size placed in a similar, but nonactivated region of the cell, was used 
as the background value and subtracted from the activated zone value. 
For interphase cells this region was a perinuclear region on the opposite 
side of the nucleus, for prophase cells it was the opposite centrosome, and 
for metaphase cells it was in the opposite half spindle. Intensity values at 
successive time points were normalized to the initial image value (time 
zero) and were fitted to a double exponential equation: I =  Ptexp(-kft) + 
Psexp(-k~t), where I = proportion of initial intensity of fluorescence: Py  = 
proportion of fluorescence decay due to fast process; kf  =  rate constant 
for fluorescence decay (fast process); P~ =  proportion of fluorescence de- 
cay due to slow process; k s =  rate constant for fluorescence decay (slow 
process).  Double  exponential regression analysis of the  data  was  per- 
formed using SIGMAPLOT software (Jandel  Scientific, Corte  Madera, 
CA). Statistical analysis of MT polymer levels during the G2/M transition 
were calculated with an analysis package (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). 
For image processing and presentation, digital images were scaled to 
8-bits using Image-1 video processing software (Universal Imaging Corp., 
Westchester, PA). Digital files were printed on a dye-sublimation, Digital 
Phaser II color printer (Tektronix, Inc., Wilsonville, OR). 
Results 
Four  experimental  approaches  were  taken  to  evaluate 
changes in MT assembly and dynamics at the G2/M transi- 
tion: (a) the proportion of MT polymer was determined 
using a fluorescence ratio assay method; (b) the lability of 
MTs was  assessed  by stabilization and sensitivity assays; 
(c) MT reorganization was studied by anti-tubulin immuno- 
fluorescence staining using a variety of fixation protocols; 
and (d) the dynamics of MT turnover was determined by 
analysis of dissipation of fluorescence after photoactiva- 
tion. 
Determination of the Proportion of MT Polymer 
Initially, we investigated whether the Gz/M transition of 
MTs  occurred by a  redistribution  of tubulin  at constant 
polymer level as we previously reported for the mitosis- 
interphase transition (Zhai and Borisy, 1994). To examine 
the  G2/M  transition,  we  used  a  fluorescence ratio assay 
which compares the fluorescence of xrhodamine tubulin in 
living cells to the fluorescence in the same cells after lysis 
and extraction to remove the soluble tubulin. PtK1 cells in 
early prophase were microinjected with xrhodamine tubu- 
lin, and incubated at 37°C for at least 15-20 min to allow 
injected  tubulin  to  incorporate  into  the  MTs.  Previous 
studies have demonstrated that the half-time of MT turn- 
over in interphase cells is ~5  min  (Saxton et al.,  1984); 
thus, >15-20 min allows 3-4 half-times for label to equili- 
brate. Total tubulin fluorescence in individual, living cells 
was quantified using a cooled, scientific grade CCD image 
sensor. Cells were then washed and lysed into a MT-stabi- 
lizing buffer to extract the soluble pool. Total tubulin poly- 
mer fluorescence was determined for the extracted cells in 
the same way as for living cells. Quantitation of fluores- 
cence in the living state gives a value proportional to total 
tubulin content: polymer plus the subunit pool. After ex- 
traction of the soluble subunit pool, the remaining fluores- 
cence gives  a  value proportional  to  tubulin  in  polymer 
form.  The  ratio  of  fluorescence,  extracted/living,  then 
gives the  proportion of tubulin in microtubules. Typical 
examples of the determination of MT polymer levels dur- 
ing the GE/M transition are shown in Fig. 1. Total fluores- 
cence intensity of tubulin in the cell was determined by in- 
tegrating  the  intensity values for all  the  pixels within  a 
rectangle surrounding the entire cell before and after lysis 
and extraction. The fluorescence image of the living cells 
showed fibrillar fluorescence over a  diffuse background. 
Lysis and extraction decreased the diffuse background to a 
negligible level. We interpret the diffuse background as re- 
sulting from the soluble tubulin which is removed by the 
lysis and extraction procedure. We found that the average 
proportion of tubulin polymer dropped abruptly at NEB 
to 38% of its pre-NEB level and then gradually recovered 
as the cells progressed toward metaphase (Fig. 2 and Table 
I).  Thus,  in  contrast  to the  mitosis-interphase  transition 
which occurs at approximately constant polymer level, the 
interphase-mitosis  transition  showed  a  sharp  transient. 
Since  the  focus of our study will  be  on the  events  sur- 
rounding this transition point of NEB, we will refer to late 
prophase  cells  as  pre-NEB  cells  and  to  early  prometa- 
phase cells before spindle formation as post-NEB cells. 
Zhai et al. Microtubule Behavior at G2/M Transition  203 Figure 1.  Ratiometric imaging of tubulin  polymer at the G2/M transition. Phase images of living cells (top row), total xrhodamine tubu- 
lin fluorescence of live cells (middle row), and xrhodamine MT polymer after cell lysis and extraction (bottom row) are shown for cells at 
four stages of the GJM transition at 37°C. Before nuclear envelope breakdown (Pre-NEB) long MTs radiate out from the centrosomes 
and extend to the edges of the cell. Immediately after nuclear envelope breakdown (Post-NEB) the cytoplasm of the living cells is filled 
with diffuse  tubulin fluorescence and lysis reveals only short  astral  MTs radiating from the  centrosomes. During later stages  of 
prometaphase (PM) bundles of MTs extending from the poles to the chromosomes are seen in addition to the astral array of MTs. At 
metaphase (M) these kinetochore fibers are the most prominent MT structures seen in the cell. The level of MT polymer for each of the 
cells is shown in the upper left corner of images in the bottom row. Bar, 10 Ixm. 
Evaluation of the Transient Drop in MT Polymer 
at NEB 
A  serious consideration is whether the fluorescence ratio 
results reflected a real decrease of MT polymer in the cells 
or merely an increased MT sensitivity to the lysis proce- 
dure at this stage. The dynamics of MTs are substantially 
greater in mitosis than in interphase (Saxton et al., 1984; 
Pepperkok  et  al.,  1990; Zhai et  al.,  1995)  and it seemed 
possible that a  greater fraction of the  mitotic MTs were 
lost, leading to an apparent but not real drop. Therefore, 
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Cells at the G2/M transition  have been grouped into four stages 
and the polymer level values  are presented in histogram form. 
The four stages are : (1) prophase cells before nuclear  envelope 
breakdown (Pre-NEB); (2) immediately after nuclear envelope 
breakdown  and  before  spindle  formation  (Post-NEB); (3) 
prometaphase (PM), when a bipolar spindle has formed but not 
all chromosomes are properly aligned;  and (4) metaphase (M) 
when all the chromosomes are aligned at the equator of the spin- 
dle. The standard lysis method revealed a dramatic decrease  in 
polymer level as cells progressed from Pre-NEB to Post-NEB. 
Polymer levels were also determined in MT stabilization  and sen- 
sitivity assays (see text) after brief treatment (45 s) with either 
taxol (10 jxg/ml) or nocodazole  (10 txg/ml). 
to test this possibility, we carried out stabilization and sen- 
sitivity assays. 
The rationale for the stabilization assay was to render all 
MTs stable before lysis so as to mitigate possible variation 
in loss of MTs during lysis.  We stabilized pre-existing MTs 
by treating the cells with taxol (10 Ixg/ml) for 45 s before 
lysis and  extraction and determined the polymer ratio as 
before  (Fig.  2  and  Table  I).  (Previous  experiments  had 
shown that taxol treatments longer than 45 s  start to in- 
duce abnormal assembly [Zhai and Borisy, 1994].).  After 
this brief drug treatment, polymer levels in  taxol-treated 
pre-NEB cells were similar to those in untreated cells, 3% 
greater, which is within experimental error. Taxol-treated 
post-NEB cells showed a 29% higher level, which is statis- 
tically significant,  indicating  that  some MTs were lost  at 
this  stage  during  the  standard  extraction  procedure  but, 
more importantly, the cells still exhibited a  sharp drop in 
MT polymer at NEB, determined by this experimental de- 
sign  to  be  47%  of  the  pre-NEB  value.  Taxol-treated 
prometaphase  and  metaphase cells  showed  smaller vari- 
ances from the untreated cells, 14% and 6%, respectively, 
indicating a recovery of MT stability as mitosis progressed. 
The complementary approach was to assess MT sensi- 
tivity by blocking polymerization, thus inducing net depo- 
lymerization. This assay would evaluate possible changes 
in  MT lability at NEB. For this  assay, cells were treated 
with nocodazole  (10  txg/ml) for 45 s  before lysis and  ex- 
traction, and then total tubulin polymer fluorescence was 
determined  for  the  extracted  cells  as  described  above. 
Cells  at  different  phases  showed  different  decreases  in 
their MT polymer level (Fig. 2 and Table I). Nocodazole- 
treated pre-NEB cells were only slightly affected, retain- 
ing 82% of the MT polymer of the untreated cells. This is 
Table I. The Proportion of  Microtubule Polymer at the G2/M 
Transition 
Experimental condition  Pre-NEB  Post-NED  PM  M 
%  %  %  % 
Standard  61.9  _+ 9  23.4 -_+ 3.8  47 _+ 7.8  56.4 -+ 6.9 
Lysis method  (11 )*  (10)  (5)  (10) 
Taxol treatment  63.6 _+ 8.7  30.3  _+ 6.8  53.5  _+ 6.5  59.7 _+ 8.3 
Before lysis  (13)  (11)  (11)  (14) 
Noc. treatment  50.7  _+ 8.4  11  _+  1.7  21.4 _+ 4.7  28.7  -+ 4.8 
Before lysis  (8)  (9)  (12)  (11) 
* Number of cells is shown in parentheses. 
Cells at the GJM transition are grouped into four stages:  pre-NEB,  post-NEB,  PM, 
and M as described in Fig. 2. The polymer level values obtained from different exper- 
imental protocols are listed. 
similar to the behavior of interphase cells which lose MTs 
gradually in the presence of nocodazole.  Overall the  MT 
pattern observed in the extracted prophase cells after no- 
codazole treatment was similar to the  pattern in  the  live 
cells  before  drug  treatment  with  no  preferential  loss  of 
centrosomal MTs. In contrast, nocodazole had a drastic ef- 
fect on post-NEB cells where the polymer level dropped 
to 47% of the value of untreated cells. Usually only a small 
spot of fluorescence remained at the  centrosomes. Some 
of the polymer that remained appeared to be one or two 
short  bundles  (perhaps  newly formed kinetochore  fibers 
that formed when astral MTs were captured and stabilized 
by  chromosomes  before  the  nocodazole  treatment). 
Prometaphase  and  metaphase cells lost  their  astral  MTs 
very quickly in nocodazole and the kinetochore MTs be- 
gan to shorten as reported in other studies (Cassimeris et 
al.,  1990;  Centonze  and  Borisy,  1991).  Polymer levels in 
these cells also fell to approximately half the value in un- 
treated cells. 
Two conclusions can be drawn from these stabilization 
and sensitivity experiments. The taxol stabilization experi- 
ments  confirmed  the  abrupt  and  transient  drop  in  MT 
polymer at NEB seen with the standard extraction proto- 
col, although the magnitude of the drop was slightly less. 
Both the taxol stabilization and the nocodazole sensitivity 
experiments confirmed a substantial change in MT lability 
at NEB. Because of this apparent abrupt change in labil- 
ity, a  re-examination of the structural changes of the MT 
network  accompanying  the  interphase-mitosis  transition 
seemed warranted. 
Immunofluorescence Evaluation of MT Reorganization 
at NEB 
We  used  tubulin  immunofluorescence  to  determine 
whether  the  xrhodamine  images  of  injected  cells  were 
faithfully reporting  the  MT patterns  in  these  cells,  espe- 
cially at the post-NEB stage. Although many publications 
(DeBrabander et al., 1979; Aubin et al., 1980; Vandre et al., 
1984; Merdes et al., 1991)  have described the MT network 
in interphase and mitotic cells, few report details of possi- 
ble intermediates in the transition process. If the transition 
is  abrupt,  intermediates  would  be rare  and  could escape 
detection. We wondered if a  detailed structural examina- 
tion would confirm the apparent drop in MT polymer indi- 
cated  by the  fluorescence  ratio  assay.  Consequently,  we 
chose to re-examine the transition process. Because of the 
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cerned that fixation conditions might not accurately pre- 
serve the labile MTs. Therefore, we explored a  range of 
immunofluorescence  protocols  including  fixation  before 
as well as after lysis with detergent. Fixatives included glu- 
taraldehyde,  formaldehyde,  EGS,  and  methanol  as  de- 
scribed in Materials and Methods. 
The clearest images of the microtubule network came 
from cells that were lysed and extracted before fixation. 
Protocols involving fixation before cell lysis gave higher 
backgrounds of fluorescence in the cytoplasm, presumably 
because of retention of the soluble tubulin. Both classes of 
protocol, however, yielded the same overall sequence  of 
events. Similar results were obtained with each of the fixa- 
tives used. 
Interphase mammalian cells in culture are characterized 
by long  microtubules  that  extend  to  the  cell  periphery. 
Many of these MTs may be tracked back towards the cen- 
trosome but many course through the cytoplasm without 
any obvious centrosomal connection. The transition of in- 
terphase cells to mitosis first becomes apparent in the MT 
network in early prophase. The early prophase stage ap- 
pears  to  be primarily  an  interphase  network  which  has 
been modified by an increased nucleation of MTs from the 
centrosome. Late prophase is an interphase-like network 
containing two separated centrosomes. A  radial array of 
MTs develops focused on the centrosome that is more pro- 
nounced than in interphase and many of these MTs extend 
all the way to the margin of the cell,  Prophase cells still 
contain many MTs which do not converge on either cen- 
trosome. Near the time of nuclear envelope breakdown at 
the transition from prophase to early prometaphase (just 
post-NEB), there is a  radical change in the  MT pattern. 
After this stage, the interphase-like MT array is no longer 
seen  in  the  cytoplasm and  centrosomal  MTs  which  ex- 
tended  to the  cell boundary in prophase now appear as 
short MTs about 5-10 ixm in length. The rare cells fixed in 
this  brief transition  stage exhibit  brightly staining  asters 
with  only  a  few  long  MTs  or  MT  fragments  scattered 
throughout the cytoplasm. Also, nonextracted fixed cells 
display a bright, cytoplasmic background, suggesting an in- 
creased soluble tubulin  pool. Prometaphase ceils contain 
short brightly staining asters in a cytoplasm that is other- 
wise devoid of MTs. Bundles of kinetochore MTs begin to 
appear at this stage as chromosomes capture astral MTs. 
The metaphase cell usually exhibits a high density of MTs 
within the spindle and an astral array that seems less pro- 
nounced. This description of MT re-arrangement as cells 
transit from interphase to mitosis is consistent with many 
previous studies (Rattner and Berns, 1976;  DeBrabander 
et al., 1979; Aubin et al., 1980; Vandre et al., 1984; Vandre 
and Borisy, 1986; Merdes et a1.,1991; Waters et al., 1993). 
Since we, as well as others, have observed these MT pat- 
terns  using  a  variety of fixation methods  (see Materials 
and Methods) both with pre-extraction (procedures: a, b, 
and c) and without pre-extraction (procedures: d, e, f, and g), 
it seems that the xrhodamine tubulin images shown in Fig. 1 
faithfully represent the MT distributions  that are seen in 
fixed cells. The decrease in the MT polymer level found at 
the post-NEB stage by the fluorescence ratio assay corre- 
lates with the sudden loss of cytoplasmic MTs and increase 
in  background  tubulin  as  seen  by immunofuorescence. 
Thus, the immunofuorescence results are consistent with 
the conclusion that an abrupt drop in MT polymer occurs 
about the time of NEB. 
The correlation between MT reorganization and NEB 
prompted the question of whether the timing of MT reor- 
ganization was determined by the process of NEB. To an- 
swer this question, the precise timing of these two events 
in the same cell needed to be evaluated, necessitating un- 
ambiguous assays for NEB in addition to MT reorganiza- 
tion. Since phase contrast optics often fail to reveal clearly 
the state of the nuclear envelope in fixed preparations, es- 
pecially after they have been detergent extracted, we used 
the  presence  of  the  inner  nuclear  membrane  protein, 
lamin B, as a molecular marker for the integrity of the nu- 
clear envelope. Reorganization of the cytoplasmic MT net- 
work was defined primarily by loss of MTs from the cell 
periphery. Cells were fixed and labeled with primary anti- 
bodies to c~-tubulin  and lamin B  (Fig. 3). Every prophase 
cell identified using phase contrast optics was imaged and 
examined for its MT and lamin B morphology. In all cases 
observed where the nucleus was intact as determined by 
lamin B fuorescence, (n =  123),  the cytoplasmic MT net- 
work was intact as well (Fig. 3 A), indicating that break- 
down of the cytoplasmic MTs does not precede NEB. In 
this survey, we found four cells in which the nucleus was 
determined  to  be  in  the  process  of  breaking  down  as 
judged by intermediate levels of lamin B fluorescence and 
the appearance of rough edges in the lamin B pattern, in- 
dicative of a fragmentation event (Fig. 3 B). In all four ex- 
amples identified, the MT network was still intact indicat- 
ing that there was either some delay after onset of NEB 
before the reorganization of the MT network, or that both 
processes were initiated  at the  same time but  NEB  was 
rapid in comparison with MT reorganization. After NEB, 
the lamin B  staining was either absent or in a vesiculated 
pattern (Fig. 3 C). From the duration of prophase (30 min) 
and the frequency with which nuclear envelope transition 
intermediates were observed in the prophase population 
(4/127  =  .031),  the duration  of the NEB process may be 
estimated as HI min. The results indicate that the microtu- 
bule network begins reorganization at or shortly after the 
onset of NEB. 
To determine the kinetics of microtubule reorganization 
post-NEB  more  precisely,  correlated  time-lapse  micros- 
copy and  immunostaining  was  carried  out.  Cells  in  late 
prophase  were  located  and  closely monitored  by phase 
contrast microscopy, recording images of all cells every 6 s 
in time-lapse mode to an optical memory disc recorder for 
subsequent  playback analysis. Cells were then fixed at a 
stage that appeared by live observation to be the onset of 
NEB or they were allowed to progress 1 or 2 min beyond 
apparent NEB and were then fixed. After fixation, all cells 
were  prepared  for  double  immunofluorescence  staining 
for tubulin and lamin B as described above (Table II). Of 
cells fixed at the apparent onset of NEB as judged by live 
cell observation, 40%  had clearly undergone  NEB as de- 
termined by reduced or fragmented lamin B  staining but 
none had reorganized their microtubule network. Of cells 
fixed 1 min after the apparent onset of NEB, all had in- 
deed completed NEB as assessed by lamin B staining, but 
only 40%  of the cells were clearly in the process of cyto- 
plasmic MT reorganization. At 2-min post-apparent NEB, 
The Journal of Cell Biology, Volume 135, 1996  206 Figure 3.  Microtubule and lamin B staining at prophase, NEB and post-NEB. For each stage the phase image (top row), anti-tubulin 
(middle row), and anti-lamin B (bottom row) staining patterns are shown. (A) Lamin B staining is as strong in a prophase cell (P) as it is 
in an interphase cell (/), while in a metaphase cell (M) the lamin B is dispersed throughout the cytoplasm and is not detectable in this 
print. Many long MTs radiate out from the prophase centrosomes and fill the cytoplasm as in interphase.  (B) A cell in the process of 
NEB. Near the time of NEB the nuclear lamin B staining becomes weaker and NEB is indicated in this cell by the breaks in the staining 
of the nuclear envelope (upper part of the nucleus) and the absence of crisp nuclear edge staining (lower part of nucleus).  At this stage, 
MTs still extend from the centrosomes to the cell periphery. Noncentrosomal MTs are also evident at the left edge of this cell. (C) A 
large cell fixed shortly after NEB. Weak lamin B staining appears in vesicles in the nuclear area and has not yet dispersed throughout 
the cytoplasm. Centrosomal MTs are relatively short and most oil the cytoplasm is devoid of MTs. The position of the crosshairs in the 
phase image have no significance  for this figure.  All the lamin B figures were printed so interphase nuclei present in the original un- 
cropped figures were at the same brightness.  Bar, 10 i~m. 
again  all  cells  had completed  NEB  as  based  on lamin  B 
staining. At this time, all cells had also extensively reorga- 
nized their MT networks. These results  establish  that the 
process of NEB is indeed rapid, progressing to completion 
within 1 min and that breakdown of cytoplasmic MTs is also 
abrupt, occurring within ~2 min after the onset of NEB. 
Photoactivation Analysis of MT Dynamics 
Since the taxol stabilization and nocodazole sensitivity ex- 
periments  indicated  an  abrupt  increase  in  MT lability  at 
NEB, we attempted to determine quantitatively the timing 
Table II. Rapid Reorganization of Cytoplasmic MTs after NEB 
Time 
Post-NEB*  Cells analyzed  NEB ~-  MT reorganization ~ 
min  No.  %  % 
0  15  40  0 
1  15  100  40 
2  15  100  100 
*NEB was estimated  first by time-lapse phase contrast microscopy  of living cells, re- 
cording  images every 6 s to an OMDR for subsequent  playback and analysis.  The 
same cells were then fixed either immediately  or 1 or 2 rain later and prepared for dou- 
ble immunofluorescence  staining. 
-~The integrity of the nuclear envelope was assessed by immunostaining  for lamin B. 
The status of the cytoplasmic MT network was assessed by immunostaining for tubulin. 
and degree of increase  in MT dynamics. Previous studies 
(Saxton et al., 1984; Belmont et al., 1990; Pepperkok et al., 
1990) have compared interphase  and mitosis but have not 
examined NEB specifically. Dissipation of fluorescence af- 
ter photoactivation was taken as the method of choice be- 
cause of the inherently greater signal-to-noise ratio (Mitch- 
ison,  1989)  and because we recently used  this method  in 
an analysis of metaphase and anaphase (Zhai et al., 1995), 
thus facilitating comparison. 
Cells were microinjected with a  mixture of xrhodamine 
tubulin and caged-fluorescein tubulin in order to visualize 
both the total MT array as well as the photoactivated zone. 
A  fluorescent bar was generated using laser irradiation to 
uncage the fluorescein.  Photoactivation of prophase  cells 
under our conditions did not prevent cells from progress- 
ing toward mitosis. For the quantitative analysis of fluores- 
cence redistribution,  successive images of activated zones 
were acquired with the CCD at different time intervals af- 
ter photoactivation. 
Cells  were  analyzed in interphase,  prophase  pre-NEB, 
and just post-NEB (Fig. 4). A  typical interphase photoacti- 
vation experiment using an LLC-PK cell is shown in Fig. 4 A. 
The fluorescent bar can still be seen clearly at 7 min 50 s 
after  activation  indicating  the  relative  stability  of inter- 
phase  cytoplasmic microtubules.  The  kinetics  of fluores- 
Zhai et al. Microtubule Behavior at G2/M Transition  207 Figure 4.  Fluorescence photoactivation imaging to reveal MT dynamics. Cells were injected with a mixture of xrhodamine tubulin and 
caged-fluorescein tubulin so that the total tubulin as well as the activated zone could be visualized. The phase contrast image is followed 
by the rhodamine fluorescence image showing the total tubulin in the cell. A  fluorescent bar was generated across the MTs using laser 
irradiation and the first fluorescein image was taken at time 0. The time of each subsequent image is shown in the upper right corner. 
The interphase cell shown in A reveals that it takes several minutes for the MTs in the activated zone to turn over at this stage of the cell 
cycle. The fluorescent bar can still be detected nearly 8 rnin after activation. The phase and xrhodamine images in B show a cell with the 
typical prophase morphology before NEB. An area including one of the centrosomes is activated at time 0. Some fluorescence is still de- 
tected at the centrosome 8 rain later. In C, the phase image of this PtK cell shows it to be in late prophase at or just after nuclear enve- 
lope breakdown. One of the centrosomal asters is in focus in the rhodamine image and some fluorescence has started to appear within 
the nucleus indicating that at the time this image was taken, NEB was underway. In less than i  min after photoactivation, most of the la- 
beled subunits have dissipated from the activated zone, indicating that MT turnover was very rapid. Bar, 10 0,m. Table III. MT Dynamics at Different Stages of the Cell Cycle 
Turnover Half-time (min) 
Ceil type  Interphase  Prophase  Post-NEB  Metaphase 
PtK  4.50 ±  1.2"  3.21  ±  0.7  0.73 -+ 0.4  nonkMTs  0,68 -- 0.4~(17) 
(4) ~  (4)  (16)  kMTs  5.30 -+ 0.85(17) 
LLC-PK  5.75 ±  1.8  nonkMTs  0.90 ±  0.4'(15) 
(38)  kMTs  4.70 ±  1.0' (15) 
* Data taken from Saxton et al. (1984). 
:~ Data taken from Zhai et al. ( 1995 ). 
Number of cells is shown in parentheses, 
MT turnover half-times were derived from fluorescence dissipation curves as shown 
in Fig. 5 and the values obtained from two cell types at different stages of the cell cy- 
cle are listed. The cells included in the post-NEB category were activated just after 
nuclear envelope breakdown like the cell shown in Fig. 4 C. 
cence dissipation from the activated zone yielded a half- 
time of MT turnover of 5.75 rain (Table III), similar to the 
value derived from photobleaching studies  of interphase 
PtK cells (Saxton et al., 1984). A prophase pre-NEB cell is 
shown in Fig. 4 B.  In this cell, the activated zone included 
one of the centrosomes as well as some peripheral  cyto- 
plasmic MTs. When measured separately, the MTs at the 
centrosome and those in the cytoplasm were found to turn 
over at a  similar rate.  Fluorescence was still  detectable 8 
rain after activation and the kinetics of fluorescence distri- 
bution yielded a half-time for MT turnover of 3.2 rain (Ta- 
ble III). 
In Fig. 4 C, a cell from a typical post-NEB photoactiva- 
tion experiment is shown. The phase image shows the cell 
in late prophase just before NEB and the xrhodamine flu- 
orescence image (taken the next minute) just before acti- 
vation, shows the MT pattern characteristic of a cell just 
post-NEB.  Images  taken  in  the  fluorescein  channel 
showed  that  the  fluorescence  intensity  in  the  activated 
zone decreased rapidly over a 55-s interval reflecting rapid 
MT turnover. A  phase image taken after this time point 
confirmed that NEB had occurred. Because of the rapidity 
of the  fluorescence  dissipation  in  the  post-NEB  cells,  a 
double  exponential  analysis  of the  data  was  undertaken 
(Fig.  5).  Fluorescence intensities  showed an  initial  rapid 
drop (0-20 s),  followed by a  slower decrease  (20-160 s). 
The double exponential analysis of the data was consistent 
with a fast process dissipating with a half-time of 5 s and a 
slower process with a  half-time of 45 s.  We interpret  the 
fast process as  being the diffusion of fluorescent tubulin 
subunits away from the activated zone and the slower pro- 
cess  as  reflecting  true  MT  turnover.  This  interpretation 
seems reasonable given the large proportion of monomer 
present at this stage (see Table I). The time constant for 
the diffusion process is similar to the 8.8-s  half-time that 
was obtained using photoactivation analysis of tubulin dif- 
fusion in melanophore cytoplasm (Rodionov et al.,  1994). 
There  was evidence for a  small percentage of long-lived 
fluorescence in some cells. This may have been due to flu- 
orescent vesicles or particles  observed in  some activated 
zones, or due  to a  small population of kinetochore MTs 
which may be present at this stage. The half-time for MT 
turnover  obtained  from  curve  fitting  of the  population 
data (Fig. 5) was nearly identical to the 44-s value obtained 
from the mean of the individual cells (Table III). 
The dissipation of fluorescence from activated zones in 
PtK metaphase spindles was analyzed in the same manner 
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Figure 5.  Dissipation of fluorescence after photoactivation post- 
NEB.  Fluorescence  photoactivation  of MTs  in  post-NEB  ceils 
was carried out as described for Fig. 4 C. The fluorescence intensity 
in a rectangular region enclosing the activated bar was integrated 
and determined  as a function of time after  activation. Fluores- 
cence intensities were normalized to 100% at time 0. The data 
were fit to a double exponential equation, yielding rate constants 
for two processes, the first interpreted as diffusion of tubulin (q/2 = 
5 s) and the second as MT turnover (fi:2 = 45 s). 
as described for LLC-PK spindles (Zhai et al.,  1995) with 
the results recorded in  Table  III. The half-time for non- 
kMT turnover in PtK spindles (0.68 rain) was statistically 
indistinguishable  from the  half-time for the  centrosomal 
MTs immediately after NEB (0.73 min). 
Discussion 
By using a fluorescence ratio assay to measure MT poly- 
mer and fluorescence redistribution  after photoactivation 
to measure MT turnover, we find that both levels of MT 
polymer  and  dynamic  behavior  of  MTs  change  signifi- 
cantly  during  the  GJM  transition,  specifically  at  NEB. 
While prophase cells had levels of polymer similar to in- 
terphase,  cells  just  after  NEB  had  significantly reduced 
polymer  levels  which  rapidly  recovered  as  MT  attach- 
ments  to kinetochores were  made  in  prometaphase  and 
metaphase. A summary of the changes in MT distribution 
and  polymer  levels  found  during  the  cell  cycle  is  dia- 
grammed in Fig.  6.  Similar changes occurred for MT dy- 
namics. In contrast to interphase, immediately after NEB, 
MTs exhibited fast turnover. These MTs were initially all 
centrosomal  but  became  differentiated  into  kinetochore 
and  nonkinetochore  as  chromosomes became  attached. 
The dynamics of the nonkinetochore MTs remained rapid 
but  the  kinetochore MTs  became stabilized.  We  discuss 
the pathway for the interphase-mitosis transformation of 
the  MT  network.  We  consider  the  possibility  that  the 
"steady-state" polymer level in mitotic cytoplasm is lower 
than  in  interphase,  and  that  in  metaphase  the  polymer 
level  is  increased  by interaction  with  the  chromosomes, 
and the implications of these assumptions for spindle mor- 
phogenesis. 
MT Polymer and Dynamics pre-NEB 
During  prophase,  the  number  of  centrosomal  MTs  in- 
creases and this pattern  appears superimposed upon the 
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Figure 6.  Changes in MT polymer during the 
cell  cycle.  (Upper panel)  Diagram  of  the 
changes  in morphology of the  MT network 
through  the cell cycle. Interphase (I) cell has 
long MTs, some of which do not converge at 
the centrosome. The prophase cell (pre-NEB) 
has  an  interphase-like  network  containing 
two  separated  centrosomes  with  increased 
MT nucleation. The post-NEB cell shows two 
asters  with  short  MTs.  Some  astral  MTs 
are  captured  by  kinetochores  producing 
prometaphase (PM)  bundles  of MTs.  With 
completion of spindle formation at metaphase 
(M), there is a high density of MTs within the 
spindle and a reduced number of radiating as- 
tral MTs. At anaphase (A), kinetochore MTs 
depolymerize as chromosomes move toward 
the pole and astral MTs elongate. Finally, the 
interphase MT network is reconstituted  in G~. 
(Lower panel) Graph of MT polymer level vs 
stage  of the  cell  cycle  as  described  above, 
combining data from Zhai and Borisy (1994) 
and this study. 
cytoplasmic MT network. At some point in prophase, the 
centrosomes  separate  and  two  astral  arrays  with  long 
microtubules arise. Our data indicate that the level of MT 
polymer does not change significantly between interphase 
and  prophase  even  though  the  number  of  functional 
centrosomes doubles. Therefore, this transformation must 
result from replacement of noncentrosomal MTs by cen- 
trosomal ones, resulting most likely from increased nucle- 
ation activity of the prophase centrosomes (Kuriyama and 
Borisy, 1981).  Alternatively, release of free MTs from cen- 
trosomes  (Vorobjev  and  Chentsov,  1983)  may cease  in 
prophase thereby leading to greater retention of MTs at 
the centrosomes. 
Since  there  are no morphological markers for prepro- 
phase cells, there was no way for us to inject preprophase 
cells in order to measure early prophase MT turnover di- 
rectly. However, we could compare interphase and prophase 
cells by measuring MT sensitivity to nocodazole which has 
been  demonstrated  to  correlate  with  MT  dynamics 
(Cassimeris et al., 1990;  Centonze and Borisy, 1991).  No- 
codazole apparently binds to tubulin monomers and pre- 
vents them from polymerizing onto MTs. If MTs are very 
dynamic (undergoing frequent cycles of shortening and re- 
growth),  then  a  brief nocodazole  treatment  will  cause  a 
significant  decrease  in  polymer  by  preventing  the  re- 
growth phase. If MTs are less dynamic and undergo cycles 
of shortening  and  regrowth  less frequently, then  a  brief 
treatment will cause only a small decrease in the polymer 
level. Our nocodazole experiments indicated that MTs in 
prophase  were  only  slightly  more  sensitive  to  the  drug 
than  were  interphase  cells  and  the  MT  pattern  that  re- 
mained was similar to the MT pattern before drug treat- 
ment. This result, in combination with the similarity of av- 
erage MT length, suggests that MT assembly parameters 
in the cytoplasm are not significantly altered from inter- 
phase through prophase until NEB. Data from our photo- 
activation  experiments  confirm  this  view.  The  MTs  of 
prophase cells with their migrating centrosomes are only 
slightly more dynamic than  MTs in interphase  cells and 
much less dynamic than MTs after NEB. Thus, the differ- 
ence in organization of the MT network in interphase vs 
prophase may result primarily from changes in MT nucle- 
ation or release from centrosomes. These changes would 
represent a redistribution of tubulin subunits at essentially 
constant polymer level. Irrespective of the mechanism, the 
process of MT reorganization during prophase pre-NEB is 
gradual. In contrast, the transformation occurring at NEB 
is singularly abrupt. 
While photoactivation and photobleaching analyses are 
in general agreement when measuring MT turnover in in- 
terphase  or metaphase cells,  discordant  results were ob- 
tained for prophase cells, with our estimate of MT dynamics 
pre-NEB being substantially lower than previous determi- 
nations. Using photoactivation, we determined that prophase 
centrosomal MTs turn  over with  a  half-time of 3.2  min, 
while  previous results  using photobleaching gave a  half- 
time of only 14 s. We cannot satisfactorily account for this 
discrepancy, but a major reason may be due to the differ- 
ent  ways  that  the  two  techniques,  photoactivation  and 
photobleaching, report MT dynamics when the amount of 
polymer at the centrosome is not at steady state. Photoac- 
tivation analysis only measures the turnover of MTs existing 
at the time of photoactivation, while recovery of fluores- 
cence after photobleaching would reflect both the turnover 
of the existing bleached MTs and any additional fluores- 
cence from new MTs adding to the centrosome because of 
the  increasing  MT nucleation  capacity of the centrosome 
that develops during prophase (Kuriyama and Borisy, 1981). 
Thus, in the case of prophase centrosomes, photobleach- 
ing analysis may significantly over estimate the rate of ac- 
tual MT turnover. If prophase centrosomal MTs actually 
did turn over as fast as metaphase centrosomal MTs, as the 
photobleaching  studies  imply (Saxton  et  al.,  1984),  then 
both classes of MTs would be predicted to be equally sen- 
sitive to nocodazole treatment. However, this is not what 
we observed (see Table I). A  brief nocodazole treatment 
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a minor loss of prophase centrosomal MTs. Therefore, the 
nocodazole  sensitivity  experiments  confirm  the  conclu- 
sions  of the  photoactivation analysis  that prophase  MTs 
are only slightly more labile than interphase MTs. 
MT Polymer and Dynamics at NEB 
The sudden  loss of the cytoplasmic MT network just fol- 
lowing NEB correlated with dramatic changes in both MT 
polymer  and  dynamics.  Immunofluorescence  and  direct 
fluorescence imaging showed a  conversion from the long 
MTs of interphase to many short MTs radiating from the 
centrosomes. In rare cells, MT fragments were observed 
scattered throughout  the cytoplasm. The scarcity of such 
cells would imply that MT fragments exist only very tran- 
siently post-NEB. Whether these fragments are the result 
of MT release from the centrosome followed by depoly- 
merization or MT severing activity cannot be determined 
by immunostaining  of fixed  cells.  In  direct  fluorescence 
live imaging observations,  MT severing  activity was  not 
observed. However, the significance of this negative result 
is limited because individual MTs were not traceable over 
extended distances near the center of the cell. 
Photoactivation  results  indicated  that  the  turnover  of 
MTs post-NEB was much faster than in  interphase.  No- 
codazole  treatment  confirmed  that  the  MTs  post-NEB 
were  more  labile.  However, the  most remarkable  result 
was the  large drop in polymer. On first consideration,  it 
seems paradoxical that the level of MT polymer decreased 
just after NEB even though there is increased MT nucle- 
ation at the centrosome during prophase. Contrary to the 
pre-NEB  situation,  the  loss  of  cytoplasmic  MTs  is  not 
compensated for by replacement with astral MTs.  More- 
over, a reduction in length of astral MTs is apparent. Free 
MTs are not seen and are either no longer produced or are 
extremely unstable. The decrease in polymer implies a global 
change to conditions less favorable for MT assembly. The 
less  favorable  assembly  conditions  may  persist  through 
metaphase as discussed later. 
Studies  of  cytoplasmic  extracts  have  shown  that  the 
presence of active cdc2 kinase results in the loss of long in- 
terphase MTs and produces short very dynamic aster MTs 
(Belmont et al.,  1990; Verde et al.,  1990,  1992)  similar to 
what we see after NEB. Active cdc2 kinase may transform 
the MT array by modulating microtubule-associated bind- 
ing proteins (Ookata et al., 1995)  or by activating MT sev- 
ering proteins (Vale, 1991; McNally and Vale, 1993; Shiina 
et al.,  1992,  1994).  Several groups have reported that the 
cyclin  B  component of cdc2 kinase  is  sequestered  in the 
nucleus during prophase (Pines and Hunter, 1991; Gallant 
and Nigg, 1992), and we have documented that there are 
dramatic  changes  in  MT distribution  and  dynamics that 
occur suddenly  after NEB.  Together these  findings  pro- 
vide circumstantial evidence for a model in which an activ- 
ity  responsible  for  changes  in  MT  behavior  is  released 
from the nucleus at NEB. 
Stabilization of MTs by Chromosomes 
Remarkably, the  abrupt decline  of MT polymer at NEB 
was only a transient one as MT polymer soon returned to 
pre-NEB levels concomitant with the formation of the bi- 
polar spindle. We interpret this transient drop of MT poly- 
mer as resulting from the increase in MT dynamics and an 
initial  lack of kinetochore stabilization of MTs just post- 
NEB. An accounting of MT dynamics becomes more com- 
plicated  after  NEB  as  the  MTs  probe  the  cytoplasm 
through cycles of growth and shrinking and encounter the 
kinetochores  of  chromosomes.  By  metaphase,  three 
classes  of  MTs  have  developed:  astral,  nonkinetochore 
spindle, and kinetochore MTs. Comparison of the kinetics 
of fluorescence dissipation shows that the turnover half- 
time of astral MTs in prophase  (post-NEB) is  similar to 
that  of  the  nonkinetochore  MTs  within  the  metaphase 
spindle  (tl/2 <  1 min).  It is reasonable to think  that this 
level of turnover represents the constitutive  level of MT 
dynamics in mitosis. Capture of MT plus ends by kineto- 
chores correlates with production of a second class of MTs 
(kinetochore  MTs) which are much more stable (tl/2 ~  5 
min) (Zhai et al., 1995).  Thus, our results suggest that the 
level of MT polymer and MT dynamics in the spindle are 
tightly coupled to the selective stabilization of MTs by ki- 
netochores as first proposed on the basis of in vitro experi- 
ments (Kirschner and Mitchison, 1986). 
While we favor the kinetochore as the promoter of MT 
assembly in  the  spindle,  other  experiments have  shown 
that in some meiotic systems chromatin itself can promote 
MT  assembly.  When  the  chromosomes  of  grasshopper 
spermatocytes are  removed  and  then  rearranged  in  the 
spindle with a micromanipulation needle, MT assembly is 
promoted in the half spindle containing the most chroma- 
tin mass regardless of the position or number of kineto- 
chores in the other half spindle (Zhang and Nicklas, 1995). 
Similarly, chromosomes added  to meiotic Xenopus  eggs 
promote MT assembly in their vicinity even in the absence 
of centrosomes (Karsenti et al., 1984).  In contrast, MT as- 
sembly promoted by chromosomes has not been observed 
in the cytoplasm of somatic cells (for review see Rieder et 
al., 1993).  A  careful investigation of the polymer levels in 
monopolar mitotic spindles might sort out the relative role 
of chromatin  and  kinetochores  in  mitosis.  If chromatin 
promotes MT assembly, then the polymer level in monopo- 
lar and bipolar spindles should be similar. If bi-oriented ki- 
netochores are the critical factor (see discussion  below), 
then monopolar spindles should contain less polymer then 
normal bipolar spindles. 
Kinetochores and MT Polymer 
Can the stabilization of MTs by kinetochores explain the 
increase  in  MT polymer seen from NEB  to metaphase? 
The dynamic instability of MTs can be described by four 
parameters: the velocities of growth and shortening,  and 
the  frequencies  of transition  from growth  to  shortening 
and from shortening back to growth. Verde et al.  (1992) 
have presented a mathematical model in which the aver- 
age length of MTs growing from a nucleating site can be 
calculated  from these  four  parameters  and  have  shown 
that the average MT length is very sensitive to the transi- 
tion frequencies. We have recently (Zhai et al., 1995) pre- 
sented a release-capture model which accounts for the in- 
creased  stability of kMTs in terms of a  reduction  in the 
probability of MT release from the kinetochore. Assuming 
that a reduction in the probability of release equates to a 
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single MT with binding proteins of a kinetochore attached to its 
plus end proceeds through the steps of the dynamic instability cy- 
cle: (S) shrinking; (ks_G)  transition from shrinking to growing; (G) 
growing; and (kG_s) transition from growing to shrinking. Curved 
arrows indicate that multiple steps of growing or shrinking may 
occur before a transition to the opposite phase. Tension applied 
to the kinetochore (open arrow) biases dynamics in favor of poly- 
merization by causing the binding proteins to slide along a do- 
main of new MT growth (open segment) to the new plus end, and 
by inhibiting the  transition of the  MT  to  the  shrinking phase. 
Should the MT stochastically "attempt" to switch to the shrinking 
phase, it would be inhibited from detaching from the kinetochore 
by the stabilizing effect of the MT-binding proteins at its plus 
end. Thus, new polymer produced by each episode of growth is 
consolidated and retained while the loss of polymer that would 
occur at each transition to the shrinking phase is prevented. The 
resultant effect of tension-biased dynamics is that MTs attached 
to kinetochores under tension can grow longer than free MTs or 
kMTs not under tension. If the kinetochore is not under tension 
or when  tension is released, the binding proteins would not be 
drawn to the new plus end; rather, they would be free to slide 
down  the MT  toward the  minus  end  as the  MT  shortens.  (B) 
Schematic diagram showing  elevation of MT  polymer level in 
prometaphase by tension applied through bipolar attachments, 
and loss of MT polymer when tension is released as normally oc- 
curs in anaphase. In this diagram, the fate of four centrosomal 
MTs from each pole are followed as they interact with binding 
sites on  sister kinetochores of a  single chromosome.  Dynamic 
centrosomal MTs display a wide distribution of lengths just after 
NEB (tl). MT capture from one pole (P1) causes the chromosome 
reduction  in  the  transition  frequency  from  growth  to 
shortening, this model would predict that the kMTs would 
be longer than the unprotected, non-kMTs and therefore 
that MT polymer would become greater in proportion to 
kinetochore attachment. 
We  propose  that  the  low  MT  polymer levels immedi- 
ately after NEB  reflect the steady-state level for isolated 
centrosomes and tubulin in mitotic cytoplasm. If one could 
add chromosomes back to  the  spindle one  at  a  time, we 
would expect an incremental increase in MT polymer for 
each  chromosome.  Actually, the  inverse  experiment  has 
already been performed; Nicklas and  Gordon  (1985)  ex- 
tracted  chromosomes  by  micromanipulation  from  meta- 
phase spermatocyte spindles and found that there was an 
incremental loss of MT polymer for each chromosome re- 
moved. They estimated that only 40%  of the original spin- 
dle  polymer would  remain  if all  chromosomes  were  re- 
moved.  In our study we have  observed that immediately 
after NEB  (before the  attachment  of chromosomes),  the 
polymer level was less than half that found at metaphase, 
consistent  with  the  EM  determinations  of  Nicklas  and 
Gordon (1985). 
However,  this apparent  excellent agreement  is not  the 
total story. The  study of Nicklas and  Gordon  (1985)  re- 
moved chromosomes from bipolar spindles; that is, the ki- 
netochores were attached to both poles. A  different con- 
clusion  comes  from  analysis  of  monopolar  spindles.  In 
monopolar spindles, the kinetochores are located near the 
centrosome and their kMTs are not longer than  the non- 
kMTs,  even  though  photobleaching evidence  shows  that 
they are as stable as the kMTs in bipolar spindles (Cassim- 
eris et  al.,  1994).  Thus,  monopolar  spindles show clearly 
that capture  and stabilization of MTs by the kinetochore 
do  not  automatically equate  to  greater  lengths  of these 
MTs. The comparison of results with monopolar and bipo- 
lar spindles suggests an additional factor is involved in de- 
termining MT length and polymer level. 
An  additional factor  in  spindle  morphogenesis  is  ten- 
sion. How might tension at the kinetochore determine MT 
length  and polymer levels.'? A  recent model (Lombillo et 
al., 1995; Desai and Mitchison, 1995) for the mechanism of 
kinetochore  motility involves  a  depolymerization-driven 
process and proposes that  kinetochore  coupling proteins 
bound to the outer surface of the plus end of MTs prevent 
to  first move  toward P~  (t2). The  mono-oriented chromosome 
captures additional MTs until a full complement is attained (t3) 
with little or no change in total polymer length (L). A  rare long 
MT from P2 reaches the chromosome, is captured by the sister ki- 
netochore, and applies tension (open arrowhead). Under the in- 
fluence of this tension, the chromosome begins its congression 
movement toward the spindle equator (t4), the tension applied to 
the trailing kinetochore resulting in an increase in MT polymer 
by the biased dynamics mechanism outlined in A. As additional 
long MTs from  P2  are captured and  held by the sister kineto- 
chore, MT polymer increases further until, at metaphase (t5), a 
balance of tension maintains the MTs at an average length of 6 
~m, threefold higher than the astral MTs which are still very dy- 
namic with an average length of 2 ixm. If tension on the sister ki- 
netochores is released by severing the connection between them 
(t6) either experimentally or as normally occurs at anaphase, then 
each kinetochore moves to a  position close to its pole as it did 
when it was mono-oriented. 
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thermal energy may cause the coupling proteins and the 
kinetochore to slide down the MT lattice and allow depo- 
lymerization to occur down to this new location. As this 
cycle is repeated, the kinetochore moves toward the minus 
end of the  MT  as it  depolymerizes without losing its  at- 
tachment to the MT end. We propose that under steady- 
state  conditions there  can be  tension-driven  polymeriza- 
tion by  a  similar mechanism (Fig.  7).  In this model,  the 
same coupling proteins are bound to the outer surface of 
the plus end of the MT. When the MT undergoes a period 
of growth, tension  on the  kinetochore causes  it  to  slide 
along  the  MT  lattice  so  that  it  keeps  moving  with  the 
growing plus end.  When the  MT undergoes  an incipient 
transition to the  shortening phase,  it  is immediately res- 
cued by the attached coupling proteins, since the MT can- 
not depolymerize past this point. Tension on the kineto- 
chore  maintains the  MT  at  its  new  length  until  it  again 
makes a transition to the growing phase and resumes elon- 
gation. The kinetochore will again move to the new plus 
end position consolidating the incremental growth. In this 
way, the tension may regulate the assembly and disassem- 
bly of kMTs at their kinetochore attachment sites  (Skib- 
bens et al.,  1993).  Therefore, kinetochores under tension 
can increase the amount of MT polymer over what would 
be  found if the kinetochore were free  to slide  down the 
MT lattice  toward the minus end as the MT depolymer- 
ized. The obverse of the proposed MT-promoting activity 
of tension has been observed when tension on sister kine- 
tochores  of  a  bi-oriented  chromosome  was  released  by 
severing  the  connection  between  them  with  a  laser 
(Skibbens  et  al.,  1995).  Both  sister  kinetochores  then 
moved toward their respective poles accompanied by the 
shortening  of both  kinetochore fibers,  with the resulting 
reduction of the MT polymer originally present  in those 
kinetochore fibers.  We propose that bi-oriented chromo- 
some attachment not only stabilizes MTs, but actually pro- 
motes assembly to an elevated "meta-stable" level through 
tension  that  is  exerted  on  the  kinetochore  MTs.  When 
chromatids split at anaphase, this tension is released and 
kinetochore MTs depolymerize. Thus, the shift to depoly- 
merization  conditions  that  we  previously  looked  for  at 
anaphase onset (Zhai and Borisy,  1994)  may actually oc- 
cur at NEB. 
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